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size=-1><br/>,www.mxalbum.com <br/> When it comes to stylish watches, the Michael Kors
line for women boasts some stunning designs ranging from classic to contemporary. Perfect for
women who want to adorn their wrists in functional fashion, Michael Kors watches are an
essential accessory that will add pizzazz to any outfit.  <br/>Women who favor classically
tailored styles of attire and jewelry have a wide variety of Michael Kors watches to choose from
that fit this aesthetic. One such time piece is the Michael Kors Women's Classic Quartz Acetate
Bracelet Watch. With a silver tone dial featuring Japanese Quartz movement, this watch stuns
with a gorgeous acetate bracelet that attaches with a jewelry clasp. Simple in style, but still
eye-catching, the Classic Quartz Acetate Bracelet watch also has mineral crystal, a push / pull
crown and is water resistant to 50 meters.  <br/>Another timelessly elegant style from the
Michael Kors Collection is the Michael Kors Women's Classic Japanese Quartz Chronograph
Mother-of-Pearl Dial Bracelet Watch. With a stainless steel case and bracelet and a gorgeous
mother-of-pearl dial with chronograph subdials, this watch combines beautiful aesthetics with
the precise timekeeping of Japanese quartz movement. The watch also has a date window
between the 4:00 and 5:00, mineral crystal and a push / pull crown. Water resistant to 100
meters,www.mkonlineblackfriday.com, the Classic Japanese Quartz Chronograph
Mother-of-Pearl Dial Bracelet Watch will complement any attire.  <br/>In keeping true to the
theme of classic simplicity, Michael Kors� Women's Quartz Rectangular Case Brown Leather
Strap Watch is a perfect complement to casual and business attire with its rectangular
silver-tone stainless steel case juxtaposed by a soft brown leather strap. The face of this watch
is marked with Arabic numerals at 3:00, 6:00, 9:00 and 12:00,www.promkoutletonline.com, and
the silver-tone dial is powered by Japanese Quartz movement. Rounding out the details of this
timepiece,www.mkoutletblackfriday.com, the Women's Quartz Rectangular Case Brown Leather
Strap Watch closes with a buckle clasp and features a mineral crystal and a push / pull crown.
Though soaking the beautiful leather strap is not advisable, this watch is water resistant to 50
meters. <br/>Women who want a little bling added to a classically style watch will adore the
Michael Kors Women's Quartz Chronograph Crystal Accent White Ceramic Bracelet Watch.
Elegant and glamorous,www.mkblackfriday.com, this timepiece features a stainless steel case
and back paired with a white ceramic bracelet that closes with a deployment clasp. The round
chronograph dial is studded with silver-tone accents and has three subdials and Arabic
numerals. It is protected by a mineral crystal. It also has a date window between the 4:00 and
5:00 and a fixed bezel adorned with sparkling crystals for a fun, luxe twist. The Michael Kors
Women's Quartz Chronograph Crystal Accent White Ceramic Bracelet Watch has a push / pull
crown and is water resistant to 50 meters. It is also powered by Japanese Quartz chronograph
movement making its timekeeping extremely precise. ? <br/>  <br/>If watches with bling aren�t
exactly a woman�s thing, a more subdued style with everyday wear appeal is the Michael Kors
Women's Quartz Chronograph White Dial Watch. With a stainless steel case complementing a
deployant clasp ceramic strap, the beauty of this watch lies in its simplicity. A stark white dial
powered by quartz movement lends precision to its timekeeping while water resistance to 50
meters lets you wear it without worry, making it perfect for both work and play.  <br/>Though
many of the watches in Michael Kors� Women�s Collection lean towards classically elegant
styles there are a few that have a hip, funky twist. One example is the Classic Quartz Wood
Bracelet Watch. This unique timepiece is guaranteed to stand out in a crowd as it is styled like a
funky, beige wood bracelet but functions with the razor-like precision of Japanese quartz
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movement. With a rectangular silver-tone dial, push / pull crown and mineral crystal, this watch
is the perfect combination of form and function. Plus, it is even water resistant to 50 meters,
though the fine leather band might not look very good if you should decide to take a dip. 
<br/>Similarly funky and eye catching, the Michael Kors Women's Quartz Tortoise Resin
Bracelet Watch is another great example of a timepiece that brings a hip feel to a classic
design. Perfect for both casual and formal attire, this watch features a striking tortoise shell
resin bracelet with a matching case and a brown dial. The dial has luminous hands, three
subdials and hour and minute marker that are adorned with shimmering Swarovski crystals. The
crystal on this watch is mineral, the crown is push in and the bracelet clasp has push-button
deployment. The Michael Kors Women's Quartz Tortoise Resin Bracelet Watch is powered by
quartz movement and is water resistant to 100 meters.  <br/>Whether you are a woman who
favors classically designed watches or one who prefers a timepiece with a little bit of an edge,
Michael Kors� Women�s Watch Collection has a wide variety of styles that are sure to please
even those with the most discerning taste. From elegant bracelet designs and classic
chronograph styles to those like the Wood Bracelet Watch, women don�t need to look any
further than the Michael Kors collection to find a timepiece with the perfect blend of form and
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